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Highly likely to recommend

08/24/2017 - zuser20140603191944308

Sold a Single Family home in 2017 in Simpsonville, SC.
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Simply an outstanding realtor. I utilized his 



Local knowledge:

Process expertise:

Responsiveness:

Negotiation skills:

�

�

services in conjunction with my company 

sponsored relocation from South Carolina. 

From the beginning, he established clear 

expectations of what I could expect with 

selling my home. Sure enough, he knew what 

he was talking about. I ran into some tight

deadlines that had to do with getting repairs 

done on my house so the relocation company 

could purchase it in a timely manner (thus 

allowing me to close on my new home out of 

state). Bob worked extensively to make sure all 

parties involved knew about my situation and 

the importance of meeting deadlines. I felt like 

a priority the entire time. Great work!Less �
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Highly likely to recommend

10/05/2016 - lawrencedupont4

Sold a home in 2016 in Hunters Woods, Simpsonville, SC

29680.
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Worked with Bob up front to set a reasonable 

asking price which generated a lot of interest. 

The home sold within a couple of weeks. Very 

pleased with the level of service and their 

willingness to answer all of my questions and 

concerns.
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Highly likely to recommend

09/10/2016 - nancyb29680

Sold a Single Family home in 2016 in Simpsonville, SC.
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Bob and Linda were wonderful to help us with 

the sale of our home. From the very start they 

were helpful in telling us what we needed to 

do to sell our home and how to price it. Then 

they were there for us with any little or big 

problems we had. We not only had two 

wonderful agents to help us but More �
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Highly likely to recommend

09/07/2016 - ejbrock1

Sold a Single Family home in 2016 in Simpsonville, SC.
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Great experience. Took a personal interest in 

the sale of our home, and also put us in touch 

with a realtor in the state we were locating in. 

When they heard about the flooding in the 

state of Louisiana ,they called to ask if our 

home was in the flood area and wanted us to 

know they were thinking More �
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Highly likely to recommend

06/30/2015 - SanJoseBuyer

Sold a Single Family home in 2015 in Greenville, SC.
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Bob handled a very difficult selling for us.  

We're across the country and had not seen the 

condition of our place in 2 years.  Bob went in, 

assessed what was needed to be repaired and 

what needed to be changed to make the 

house attractive.  He found all the necessary 

people, handymen, More �
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116 Twin Lakes Drive 
Moore, SC 29369 
June 7, 2015 

Donna Smith 
Berkshire Hathaway 
634-A Fairview Road
Simpsonville, SC 29680

Dear Ms. Smith: 

My husband and I recently went through the process of purchasing a home that 
your realty had listed, 127 Sorrento Drive in Moore, SC. Unfortunately this did 
not work out for us, but our experience with your firm could not have been more 
pleasant or professional. 

Linda Brown and her husband Bob showed us the house and Linda guided us 
through the process of the offer, the inspection, and the loan. Linda spent a great 
deal of time with us at the home during two inspections; she answered any 
questions or concerns that we might have and was diligent in keeping us informed. 

Linda recommended Knight Property Services, Reliable Solutions, and OnQ Financial 
Services. Each was professional and a pleasure to work with. 

We were impressed with Linda's professionalism and her integrity. She performed 
her job in a manner that would expedite the process for us and with the utmost 
courtesy, professionalism, and integrity. 

Should we consider purchasing another piece of property, your firm and Linda 
will be our first choice. It will also be our pleasure to recommend Linda and 
your firm to our acquaintances. 

Yours truly, 

Barbara S 
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